Today's mainstream media (e.g., television, print materials, video games, social networking sites) are marked by an emphasis on sexual appearance, physical beauty, and sexual appeal to others ([@bibr2-0361684317743019]). This type of presentation is labeled sexualization ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]; [@bibr142-0361684317743019]; [@bibr146-0361684317743019]). Sexualizing media content has been criticized for many reasons. For instance, exposure to sexualizing media has been related to reinforced gender stereotypes (e.g., [@bibr46-0361684317743019]), an increased acceptance of rape myths (e.g., [@bibr41-0361684317743019]), and increased body dissatisfaction (e.g., [@bibr56-0361684317743019]). In the remainder of this article, we use the term "sexualized" when we refer to the presentation of individuals and characters in media. We speak of "sexualizing" content when referring to the effects of the media individuals and characters on the viewer.

Drawing on objectification theory ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]), our main goal in the current study was to explore the extent, and under which conditions, sexualizing media elicit self-objectification among individuals. Objectification theorists posit that the experience and observation of sexual objectification acculturates women and men to internalize an objectified view of the self. This view involves adopting a third-person perspective of the body and is manifested by chronic attention to one's own physical appearance, which is defined as self-objectification ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]; [@bibr89-0361684317743019]).

Many researchers have empirically investigated the relation of sexualizing media use and self-objectification (e.g., [@bibr3-0361684317743019]; [@bibr6-0361684317743019]; [@bibr31-0361684317743019]; [@bibr50-0361684317743019]; [@bibr52-0361684317743019]; [@bibr76-0361684317743019]; [@bibr88-0361684317743019]; [@bibr130-0361684317743019]). However, the growing literature, including cross-sectional surveys, panel surveys, and experimental research, has yielded mixed results. Consequently, scholars have not yet arrived at a consensus or a conclusive judgment about the role of sexualizing media use in the development of self-objectification. We aimed our meta-analytic research at addressing this need.

Objectification Theory {#section1-0361684317743019}
======================

Objectification theory ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]) and discussions about objectified body consciousness ([@bibr89-0361684317743019]) have applied feminist principles in order to explain women's experiences of sexualization and its negative consequences on women's well-being. Theorists posit that from an early age on, women's bodies are looked at, commented on, and evaluated by others. Girls and women learn from experienced and observed sexual objectification that (sexual) attractiveness is a central aspect of the feminine gender role, and therefore a goal for which they must strive ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]). Objectification theory has continuously been expanded to more diverse populations, including men, sexual minorities, and ethnic minorities ([@bibr43-0361684317743019]).

Sexual objectification is defined as the practice of viewing, using, and/or valuing a person as an object (i.e., a thing) whose worth is based primarily for his or her physical and sexual attractiveness ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]). Sexually objectifying experiences are not exclusively sexual in nature but also include the societal pressure to create, present, maintain, and always improve an attractive appearance (i.e., the thin-ideal for women; the muscular-ideal for men; [@bibr96-0361684317743019], [@bibr97-0361684317743019]; [@bibr146-0361684317743019]). Thus, sexual objectification may occur in many ways and ranges from depictions of an ideal body type, to (unwanted) evaluations of one's own body (e.g., stares, whistles, sexual comments), or sexual harassment ([@bibr81-0361684317743019]; [@bibr97-0361684317743019]).

[@bibr44-0361684317743019] treated sexual objectification and sexualization as interchangeable terms. In accord with the Task Force on the Sexualization of Girls, we prefer the term sexualization because it includes sexual objectification ([@bibr2-0361684317743019]). According to the APA, sexualization occurs whenever (a) a person's value is determined primarily or only from their sexual appeal or behavior, to the exclusion of other characteristics; (b) a person is held to a standard that equates narrowly defined physical attractiveness with being sexy; (c) a person is sexually objectified; or (d) sexuality is inappropriately imposed upon a person. Any of these conditions serve as an indicator for sexualization.

Media play a crucial role in exposure to sexualizing images, text, sounds, and experiences ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]). Results from numerous content analyses have shown that sexualization is omnipresent in a wide range of media types, like music television ([@bibr10-0361684317743019]; [@bibr136-0361684317743019]), print magazines ([@bibr117-0361684317743019]), video games ([@bibr19-0361684317743019]), and social networking sites ([@bibr55-0361684317743019]; [@bibr75-0361684317743019]).

Self-Objectification {#section2-0361684317743019}
====================

[@bibr97-0361684317743019] has theorized that sexualizing experiences lead to an internalization of both the paramount importance of how one "appears" and beauty ideals which, in turn, leads to self-objectification. According to objectification theory ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]), self-objectification accounts for the psychological mechanism that translates experiences of sexualization at the cultural level to psychological and behavioral features of mental health and well-being at the individual level ([@bibr22-0361684317743019]; [@bibr96-0361684317743019], [@bibr97-0361684317743019]; [@bibr98-0361684317743019]). For example, empirical studies have shown that self-objectification predicted greater body shame and greater appearance anxiety ([@bibr98-0361684317743019]).

The construct of self-objectification is conceptualized as a learned *trait* ([@bibr20-0361684317743019]). However, it can also be elicited momentarily, such as through media use, and can lead to a *state* of self-objectification ([@bibr20-0361684317743019], [@bibr98-0361684317743019]). There have been different approaches to operationalizing self-reported *trait self-objectification* because researchers understand it as a multifaceted concept ([@bibr20-0361684317743019]; [@bibr44-0361684317743019]; [@bibr130-0361684317743019], [@bibr131-0361684317743019]). Self-objectification comprises cognitive components, such as valuing appearance over competence (as measured by the Self-Objectification Questionnaire \[SOQ\]; [@bibr101-0361684317743019]), and behavioral components, such as engaging in chronic body monitoring (as measured by the Surveillance subscale of the Objectified Body Consciousness Scale \[OBCS\]; [@bibr89-0361684317743019]). The SOQ and the OBCS subscale have shown low to moderate intercorrelations with each other (e.g., [@bibr6-0361684317743019]; [@bibr21-0361684317743019]; [@bibr133-0361684317743019]). Body surveillance, however, has been more consistently linked to negative outcomes, such as negative body image and mental health problems, compared to self-objectification ([@bibr98-0361684317743019]). Although both the SOQ and the OBCS have acceptable levels of reliability and validity in a variety of samples, and these two conceptualizations of self-objectification do overlap, they are not equivalent ([@bibr20-0361684317743019]; [@bibr98-0361684317743019]).

Typically, in experimental research, design-induced *state self-objectification* has been measured by applying [@bibr45-0361684317743019] Twenty Statements Test (TST). After the experimental manipulation, respondents complete up to 20 sentences beginning with "I am." Afterward, the appearance-related statements are coded and defined as state self-objectification. Although the TST has been a commonly used measure in experimental research, it has been problematic due to low levels of variance (e.g., [@bibr9-0361684317743019]; [@bibr12-0361684317743019]; [@bibr77-0361684317743019]). Researchers have also employed modified versions of the SOQ or the OBCS subscale in experimental research in order to measure states of heightened self-objectification ([@bibr20-0361684317743019]). As noted previously, studies on the relation between sexualizing media and self-objectification have yielded mixed results. In the following sections, we outline the current findings on the relation between sexualizing media use and self-objectification from correlational (cross-sectional and longitudinal) and experimental research. Unless noted otherwise, we use the term self-objectification if any of the above-mentioned measures was applied.

Correlational Research {#section3-0361684317743019}
======================

Most cross-sectional correlational studies have shown that the use of sexualizing television programs and magazines and the use of social networking sites, like Facebook or Pinterest, are positively related to self-objectification among women and men, as well as among girls and boys ([@bibr8-0361684317743019]; [@bibr36-0361684317743019]; [@bibr42-0361684317743019]; [@bibr78-0361684317743019]; [@bibr88-0361684317743019]; [@bibr102-0361684317743019]; [@bibr122-0361684317743019], [@bibr123-0361684317743019]; [@bibr133-0361684317743019]). However, there are exceptions. For example, in a study by [@bibr99-0361684317743019], neither the use of beauty nor fitness magazines was related to self-objectification among men. Mixed results were also found for the use of music television and music videos; [@bibr36-0361684317743019] found no relation with self-objectification and music videos among women, but other researchers ([@bibr50-0361684317743019]; [@bibr133-0361684317743019]) did for both girls and boys. [@bibr90-0361684317743019] showed that only appearance-related, but not general, Facebook use was positively correlated with self-objectification among girls.

Only a few researchers have applied a panel (i.e., longitudinal) survey design. [@bibr6-0361684317743019]) found that exposure to sexualizing television predicted trait self-objectification for both college women and men, but media exposure predicted body surveillance only for men. [@bibr32-0361684317743019] also identified gender differences among adolescents. The use of sexually explicit Internet material predicted only boys' body surveillance. In contrast, the use of social networking sites predicted body surveillance only among girls. [@bibr133-0361684317743019]) identified differences between media types but not between girls and boys. The use of sexualizing mass media (e.g., magazines and music television) predicted self-objectification via the internalization of appearance ideals. However, the use of social networking sites did not predict self-objectification among adolescents. The media measure might be a possible explanation for why the findings from correlational studies varied so much. Whereas some research included a rough, undifferentiated measure of media use, others examined subsets of specific media types or media content.

In comparison to experimental research, an advantage of survey data is that participants are not forced to watch or read sexualizing media content, but rather report their habitual media exposure. However, the lack of valid and reliable measures of media exposure represents a substantial challenge in media effects research that can lead to small or inconsistent results ([@bibr30-0361684317743019]; [@bibr127-0361684317743019]). Self-reported data can be biased due to cognitive (e.g., incorrect memory) or motivational reasons (e.g., social desirability; [@bibr127-0361684317743019]).

Experimental Research {#section4-0361684317743019}
=====================

Experimental research can lead to causal conclusions about the effects of media exposure on state self-objectification due to controlled research settings and the isolated manipulation of the independent variable. On the downside, in addition to the ethical challenges of exposing participants to sexualization content, a laboratory setting always involves an artificial environment for media use. Furthermore, the exposure to sexualizing depictions in an experimental study represents only a fraction of most participants' actual exposure in their daily lives.

Many experimental studies have identified increased self-objectification among women after a relatively short exposure to sexualizing media content. Exposure to images of sexualized women ([@bibr12-0361684317743019]; [@bibr31-0361684317743019]; [@bibr52-0361684317743019]; [@bibr70-0361684317743019]), sexualizing music videos ([@bibr11-0361684317743019]; [@bibr76-0361684317743019]), and sexualized video game avatars ([@bibr40-0361684317743019]; [@bibr41-0361684317743019]) increased self-objectification among young women. The few experimental studies that have investigated men showed that exposing men to sexualized images of men did not increase self-objectification ([@bibr74-0361684317743019]; [@bibr93-0361684317743019]).

The few experimental studies that have been conducted with adolescents have led to divergent results. [@bibr95-0361684317743019] found no effects after exposing girls to sexualizing images, but [@bibr28-0361684317743019] demonstrated an interaction effect of age and experimental condition, indicating that girls were more susceptible to the negative effects of sexualizing images, in comparison to women. We identified only one experimental study with both adolescent boys and girls as participants. [@bibr129-0361684317743019] showed that playing a video game with a sexualized avatar fostered increased self-objectification among adolescents. This effect was independent of the adolescents' gender.

The Present Study {#section5-0361684317743019}
=================

Meta-analysis can shed light on divergent results by calculating an overall effect size ([@bibr92-0361684317743019]). In addition, the meaning of mixed results can be clarified by adding potential moderators to the analysis. Although a number of meta-analytic studies of media use and body image exist (e.g., [@bibr15-0361684317743019]; [@bibr50-0361684317743019]; [@bibr53-0361684317743019]; [@bibr61-0361684317743019]; [@bibr68-0361684317743019]; [@bibr141-0361684317743019]), there is no quantitative meta-analysis that explicitly investigates the influence of sexualizing media use on self-objectification. To date, only one quantitative meta-analysis ([@bibr51-0361684317743019]) and two narrative analyses ([@bibr86-0361684317743019]; [@bibr142-0361684317743019]) have introduced self-objectification---mainly as a subcategory of body dissatisfaction---to the analysis. We sought to contribute to the literature as follows: First, this is the first meta-analysis that explicitly investigated the hypothesis that the use of sexualizing media would increase self-objectification. [@bibr142-0361684317743019] called for meta-analytic research that examined this relation. Second, we included the entire range of study designs in our analysis, testing possible differences between them---cross-sectional, panel, and experimental studies. Third, we included all available studies---regardless of their geographical origin---in the analyses, provided they were available in English. Hence, we did not restrict our sample to English-speaking countries, as has been the case in other meta-analyses (e.g., [@bibr51-0361684317743019]). Fourth, we used a sophisticated methodological approach. We calculated a multilevel model to take all possible effect sizes into account without aggregation and loss of information ([@bibr24-0361684317743019]; [@bibr37-0361684317743019]). This methodological approach allowed us to test the average effect and the roles of several theoretically relevant moderators. Finally, we have identified relevant research gaps through the current meta-analysis. Based on our findings, we proposed an agenda for future research to stimulate the fields of media effects and body image research.^[1](#fn1-0361684317743019){ref-type="fn"}^

Method {#section6-0361684317743019}
======

Literature Search {#section7-0361684317743019}
-----------------

[Figure 1](#fig1-0361684317743019){ref-type="fig"} illustrates our search strategy and the process of excluding papers. We collected the papers for the current study from two major databases in the fields of psychology (PsycINFO) and communication (Communication and Mass Media Complete). In addition, we browsed the programs of the annual conferences of the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication and the International Communication Association. We restricted our search to research written in English and available through June 2016. We examined the databases by using the term objectification\* without and in combination with media\* in any available search field. Also, we used the terms body surveillance, self-surveillance, objectifi\*, and objectify\* in combination with the term media\*, respectively. The asterisk allowed the terms to have all possible endings. To identify additional literature, we browsed through three journals (i.e., *Body Image*, *Sex Roles*, and *Psychology of Women Quarterly*), which we considered highly relevant to our meta-analysis. We also applied a snowball procedure by browsing through several reference lists of existing research, specifically the reference lists of reviews (e.g., [@bibr51-0361684317743019]; [@bibr142-0361684317743019]). We considered published and unpublished papers (i.e., conference papers, dissertations), and this search led to an initial sample of 622 papers.

![Literature search strategy for papers included in the meta-analysis.](10.1177_0361684317743019-fig1){#fig1-0361684317743019}

Selection of Papers {#section8-0361684317743019}
-------------------

We applied three consecutive steps to narrow our list to those papers that were relevant for the meta-analysis. First, the first author excluded all qualitative research, theoretical research, content analyses, methodological research, narrative reviews, book reviews, commentaries, and research unrelated to the topic (e.g., anthropology, semiotics, art) by reviewing the title and the abstract of each paper. In this first step, we excluded 309 papers.

In the second step, we applied three inclusion criteria, which are relevant to the measure of media use, the measure of self-objectification, and the media content. All three variables are fully explained below as part of the analyses of moderators: (1) In previous studies, participants were asked about, not only their self-reported media use, but also their perception of being pressured by media to conform to existing beauty standards (e.g., Sociocultural Attitudes Towards Appearance Scale-3; [@bibr120-0361684317743019]). However, we were only interested in the direct link of media use and self-objectification; thus, we included only those studies that collected data on participants' amount of time and frequency using a medium. We included only experimental studies that presented a media stimulus in both the experimental condition and the control condition. (2) Self-objectification had to be the dependent variable in experimental studies. In correlational studies, self-objectification had to be assessed as one of the investigated variables. (3) The experimental studies had to contain groups exposed to either sexualizing content or appearance-focused media content. When the experimental group was exposed to general media content only, the respective effect size was not coded and not included in the analysis. The control condition could include either nonsexualizing images (i.e., no or very few sexualizing references) or no people at all. With this second step, we excluded 240 papers.

In the third and last step, we excluded all papers that described an intervention (e.g., [@bibr25-0361684317743019]; [@bibr59-0361684317743019]; [@bibr137-0361684317743019]). This subsumed any study that aimed at counteracting effects of media-induced self-objectification (e.g., presenting media literacy material before media exposure). Some intervention studies collect baseline (i.e., pre-intervention) data on media use and trait measures (e.g., self-objectification) in order to characterize their sample more fully or to consider moderators in the analysis of intervention effects. These data would have been relevant for our analysis. However, most of the interventional studies in our sample did not apply a pre-post design but used a post-only method instead. Other interventional studies did not measure media use at Time 1 (*t*1) and some studies did not report on the possible correlations. Thus, no correlations relevant to the meta-analysis were available and we excluded all interventional study designs from our sample.

We did not include papers that were not accessible (not available online) or that did not provide statistical information necessary for calculating the effect sizes. We contacted eight authors to get a copy of their dissertations and two authors to obtain additional statistical information; five authors did not respond and we had to omit five papers due to missing data. We also omitted all duplicates. That is, some papers were available as a dissertation and as published paper(s) or as conference papers and as published papers. In all but one of these cases, we coded the published papers. The exception was the paper by Aubrey and Taylor; we decided to code the conference paper ([@bibr13-0361684317743019]) instead of the published paper ([@bibr14-0361684317743019]) because it provided more effect sizes for the meta-analysis. The third and last step led to the exclusion of 19 papers.

Final Sample of Studies {#section9-0361684317743019}
-----------------------

Our final sample included 54 papers. These papers yielded 50 independent studies (i.e., independent samples) with a total of 15,100 participants. Our sample consisted of articles from 27 journals, 4 conference papers, and 2 dissertations. [Table 1](#table1-0361684317743019){ref-type="table"} provides an overview of the included studies and the variables in the meta-analysis. The number of studies was smaller than the number of papers since there were several papers that relied on the same sample.^[2](#fn2-0361684317743019){ref-type="fn"}^ We considered the results of such papers as derived from the same study; that is, we coded their effect sizes and subsequently treated them as stemming from a single study ([@bibr54-0361684317743019]). Our sample size and the total number of participants were suitable for running a meta-analysis (see [@bibr107-0361684317743019]).

###### 

Overview of the Coded Papers Including Aggregated Effect Size Estimates and Moderator Variables.

![](10.1177_0361684317743019-table1)

  Study                                                                                                                                              *k*   *n*     *Zr*    Age     Female %   Ethnicity   Student Sample   Measure                   Study Design   Media Content       Media Type                         Study Location
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- ------- ------- ------- ---------- ----------- ---------------- ------------------------- -------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------- ----------------
  [@bibr3-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                         2     266     0.12    20.04   100.0      88.8        Yes              OBCS                      CC             Online, print, TV   Sexualizing, general               AO
  [@bibr5-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                         5     488     0.10    20.51   66.2       73.6        Yes              OBCS                      CC             Online              General                            NA
  [@bibr6-0361684317743019], [@bibr7-0361684317743019]); [@bibr13-0361684317743019])                                                                 54    226     0.05    19.93   65.9       70.2        Yes              SOQ, OBCS                 CP             Print, TV           Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr8-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                         4     384     0.16    19.60   59.1       70.8        Yes              SOQ, OBCS                 CC             Print, TV           Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr9-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                         1     103     0.01    20.11   100.0      77.7        Yes              TST                       E              Print               Appearance                         NA
  [@bibr11-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        1     94      0.23    20.05   100.0      56.8        Yes              TST                       E              TV                  Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr12-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        3     154     0.07    19.72   100.0      84.4                         TST                       E              Print               Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr16-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        1     381     0.17    31.60   100.0                                   OBCS                      CC             Online, TV          General                            A
  [@bibr27-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        2     255     0.57    20.84   0.0                    Yes              OBCS                      CC             Print, TV           Sexualizing                        E
  [@bibr28-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        4     575     0.25    16.54   100.0      49.7                         TST                       E              Print               Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr31-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        2     221     0.17    20.80   100.0                  Yes              TST                       E              Print               Sexualizing                        E
  [@bibr32-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        4     1,132   0.45    13.95   47.3                                    OBCS                      CP             Online              Sexualizing, general               E
  [@bibr36-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        5     150     0.18    20.52   100.0                  Yes              SOQ                       CC             Online, print, TV   Sexualizing, general               E
  [@bibr38-0361684317743019], study 1)                                                                                                               2     99      0.16    19.90   49.5       85.9        Yes              SOQ                       E              TV                  Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr38-0361684317743019], study 2)                                                                                                               2     57      0.28    35.73   100.0      75.4        Yes              TST, SOQ                  E              TV                  Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr42-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        1     800     0.13    29.90   0.0        73.1        Yes              SOQ                       CC             Online              General                            NA
  [@bibr40-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        1     86      0.30    21.16   100.0      53.5        Yes              TST                       E              Video games         Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr41-0361684317743019], study 1)                                                                                                               1     87      0.32    20.04   100.0      79.3        Yes              TST                       E              Video games         Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr41-0361684317743019], study 2)                                                                                                               1     81      0.29    19.91   100.0      67.9        Yes              TST                       E              Video games         Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr50-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        1     195     0.22    13.20   100.0      89.4                         OBCS-Y                    CC             TV                  Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr52-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        2     66      0.61    18.97   100.0      47.0        Yes              TST                       E              Print               Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr56-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        3     122     0.13    19.98   100.0                  Yes              SOQ                       E              Print               Sexualizing                        E
  [@bibr57-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        2     90      0.24    20.48   100.0                                   TST                       E              Print, TV           Sexualizing                        AO
  [@bibr58-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        4     152     0.12    13.10   100.0      30.0                         TST                       E              TV                  Appearance                         NA
  [@bibr65-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        2     299     0.18    20.00   100.0      100.0       Yes              SOQ                       CC             Print, TV           Sexualizing, general               NA
  [@bibr69-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        3     301     0.11    29.20   100.0      92.2                         TST                       E              Print               Sexualizing, appearance            NA
  [@bibr70-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        4     127     0.14    20.00   100.0      78.0        Yes              TST, OBCS                 E              Print               Sexualizing, appearance            NA
  [@bibr74-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        2     103     −0.01   18.97   58.3       86.4        Yes              BSC                       E              Print               Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr76-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        1     151     0.15    23.98   100.0                  Yes              TST                       E              TV                  Sexualizing                        E
  [@bibr78-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        2     562     0.18    20.63   100.0                  Yes              OBCS, face-surveillance   CC             Print, TV           Sexualizing                        A
  [@bibr88-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        6     815     0.22    19.07   57.3       73.8        Yes              OBCS-Y                    CC             Online              General                            NA
  [@bibr90-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        3     103     0.17    15.40   100.0      84.5                         SOQ                       CC             Online              Appearance, general                NA
  [@bibr91-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        1     289     0.02    21.94   100.0                  Yes              OBCS                      CC             Online              General                            E
  [@bibr93-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        2     140     0.03    19.41   0.0        58.0        Yes              OBCS                      E              Print               Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr95-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        1     97      −0.02   15.97   100.0      81.4                         OBCS                      E              Print               Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr99-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                        4     150     0.17    19.30   59.3                   Yes              SOQ                       CC             Print               Sexualizing, general               NA
  [@bibr100-0361684317743019], study 1)                                                                                                              2     170     0.03    22.00   56.0                   Yes              OBCS                      CC             TV                  Sexualizing, general               NA
  [@bibr100-0361684317743019], study 2)                                                                                                              2     271     −0.06   20.00   100.0      69.0        Yes              OBCS                      CC             TV                  Sexualizing, general               NA
  [@bibr102-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                       1     207     0.29    18.95   100.0      86.0        Yes              SOQ                       CC             Print, TV           Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr110-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                       2     184     0.30    18.90   100.0      100.0       Yes              SOQ                       E              TV                  Sexualizing                        AO
  [@bibr121-0361684317743019]), [@bibr115-0361684317743019])                                                                                         10    1,087   0.21    13.70   100.0                                   SOQ, OBCS-Y (S)           CC             Online, print, TV   Sexualizing, general               AO
  [@bibr122-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                       6     189     0.25    11.50   100.0                                   OBCS-Y                    CC             Online, print, TV   Sexualizing, general               AO
  [@bibr123-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                       11    204     0.17    11.64   100.0                                   OBCS-Y                    CC             Online, print       Sexualizing, general               AO
  [@bibr125-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                       1     359     0.26    20.49   0.0        82.2        Yes              OBCS                      CC             Online, print       Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr130-0361684317743019], [@bibr131-0361684317743019], [@bibr132-0361684317743019], [@bibr133-0361684317743019], [@bibr132-0361684317743019])   76    1,041   0.16    14.73   43.4                                    SOQ, OBCS-Y               CC, CP         Online, print, TV   Sexualizing, appearance, general   E
  [@bibr129-0361684317743019]                                                                                                                        4     75      0.32    13.35   49.3                                    SOQ                       E              Video games         Sexualizing                        E
  [@bibr135-0361684317743019]                                                                                                                        1     495     0.23    20.26   100.0                  Yes              SOQ                       CC             TV                  Sexualizing                        E
  [@bibr140-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                       2     151      0.11   19.34   100.0      66.2                         SOQ, OBCS                 CC             Music               Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr143-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                       3     1,107   0.12    19.19   59.5       72.9        Yes              OBCS-Y                    CC             TV                  Sexualizing                        NA
  [@bibr147-0361684317743019])                                                                                                                       1     159     0.06    19.08   57.2       67.9        Yes              OBCS                      CC             Print, TV           Sexualizing                        NA

*Note*. *k* = number of obtained effect sizes*; n* = number of participants on which the effect size was based on; *Zr* = effect size, Fisher *r*-to-*z* transformed; A = Asia*;* AO = Australia and Oceania; E = Europe; NA = North America; SOQ = Self-Objectification Questionnaire; TST = Twenty Statements Test; OBCS = Surveillance subscale of the Objectified Body Consciousness Scale; OBCS-Y = Surveillance subscale of the Objectified Body Consciousness Scale--Youth; BSC = Public Body-Consciousness subscale of the Body Self-Consciousness Questionnaire; CC = Correlational Cross-Sectional Study; CP = Correlational Panel Study; E = Experiment.

Moderator Variables {#section10-0361684317743019}
-------------------

We were interested in whether sample or study design characteristics would moderate the postulated relation between sexualizing media use and self-objectification. Our analysis of possible moderators was limited to those that (a) were theoretically relevant, (b) provided a sufficient number of effect sizes, and (c) showed sufficient variance to test the moderation. For instance, we included gender as a moderator because objectification theory ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]) explains why women face more objectifying experiences in their daily lives than men. Thus, larger effect sizes for self-objectification might be expected for women compared to men. [@bibr63-0361684317743019] suggested considering moderator analysis only if there were 10 or more studies that incorporated the moderators. For categorical moderators (e.g., media type), only those moderator categories present in at least two different studies were included. We differentiated between moderators with regard to sample characteristics and study design characteristics.

Sample Characteristics {#section11-0361684317743019}
----------------------

We investigated whether or not the age of the participants moderated the results by coding the mean age. And we included the gender distribution within each sample, which was coded as male (0), mixed (1), or female (2), as a moderator. Ethnicity, the percentage of White or Caucasian participants, was coded for all studies conducted in the United States. We also included a dichotomous variable that indicated whether participants were predominantly students (1) or not (0).

Study Design Characteristics {#section12-0361684317743019}
----------------------------

We included the following six moderator variables for study design characteristics:

### Measure of self-objectification {#section13-0361684317743019}

Based on methodological reflections ([@bibr20-0361684317743019]; [@bibr98-0361684317743019]) and the meta-analysis by [@bibr51-0361684317743019], we included the most common measures of self-objectification. We coded the TST (1) and modified versions of the TST that followed the same principle of listing appearance-related (as opposed to nonappearance-related) self-descriptions. We also coded the SOQ (2), the Surveillance subscale OBCS (3), the Surveillance subscale of the Objectified Body Consciousness Scale--Youth (4; OBCS-Y; [@bibr84-0361684317743019]), the Public Body-Consciousness subscale of the Body Self-Consciousness Questionnaire (5; BSC; [@bibr94-0361684317743019]), and other (= face surveillance; 6). We included BSC because the scale assesses sense of self-consciousness in application to the body and thus strongly reflects self-objectification ([@bibr89-0361684317743019]). We coded one study that used the face surveillance scale ([@bibr78-0361684317743019]) because it represented a culture-specific form of self-objectification.

### Design type {#section14-0361684317743019}

We coded the study design type as experimental design (0), cross-sectional survey (1), or panel survey (2). We coded effect sizes from experimental studies as experimental design; effect sizes that reflected survey data from 1 point in time (e.g., sexualizing media use *t*1 and self-objectification *t*1) were coded as cross-sectional survey; effect sizes that reflected survey data from 2 points in time, that is, cross-lagged data (e.g., sexualizing media use *t*1 and self-objectification Time 2 \[*t*2\]), were coded as panel survey.

### Media type {#section15-0361684317743019}

We wanted to know whether or not the type of medium moderated the effect of media use on self-objectification. We coded overall television use, the use of specific television programs or shows (e.g., sitcoms, music videos), and the presentation of audiovisual material in experimental studies (e.g., video clips, television advertisements) in the television (0) category. When the use of print media was examined or when participants were exposed to photographs or print advertisements in experiments (even if the study was conducted online), we coded the medium as print (1). Using the Internet or social networking sites was coded as online (2). We coded watching or playing a video game as video game (3). Listening to music was coded as music (4).

### Media content {#section16-0361684317743019}

We assessed the media content as sexualizing and appearance focused (0), appearance focused (not sexualizing; 1), or general (2). To avoid confusion, we refer in the remainder of the article to the first category as "sexualizing." We identified media content as sexualizing when it matched the [@bibr2-0361684317743019] definition of sexualization. To code experimental studies, we carefully read the description of the stimulus and, if provided, looked at pictures of the stimulus material. For correlational studies, we defined the following media as sexualizing: pornography, the so-called "lad media" (i.e., media specifically targeted at a male audience such as *Maxim* or *FHM*), music videos, music television, reality television, and fashion, beauty, and youth magazines ([@bibr2-0361684317743019]; [@bibr79-0361684317743019]; [@bibr117-0361684317743019]; [@bibr136-0361684317743019]). In some correlational studies (e.g., [@bibr6-0361684317743019], [@bibr7-0361684317743019]; [@bibr131-0361684317743019]), the authors applied a procedure in order to attribute more weight to media considered more sexualizing. Respondents first indicated their use of several media types and genres. After data collection, an independent jury rated the media in regard to frequency and intensity of sexualization. Based on the jury assessment, a sexualization score was calculated for each medium and applied to weight the media measures (for a further description of the procedure, see [@bibr147-0361684317743019]). We treated the weighed media measures as sexualizing media content. Some researchers included in their studies media content that was neither sexualizing nor general (e.g., [@bibr9-0361684317743019]; [@bibr58-0361684317743019]; [@bibr90-0361684317743019]) but was still relevant to the study. We accounted for this nonsexualizing media content by defining it as appearance-focused ([@bibr96-0361684317743019]; [@bibr133-0361684317743019]). For instance, watching or posting photos on Facebook ([@bibr90-0361684317743019]) was categorized as appearance-focused content. Experimental conditions that expose participants to articles with an appearance frame, as distinct from a health frame, were coded as appearance-focused content ([@bibr9-0361684317743019]). Finally, we defined the general use of the Internet, social networking sites, or television, as well as using news and sports media, as exposure to general media content.

### Study location and year of publication {#section17-0361684317743019}

We coded the study location based on the continent in which the study was conducted: North America (1), Europe (2), Asia (3), and Australia and Oceania (4). If the continent or country was not explicitly mentioned, the authors' affiliation served as an indicator. And we included the year of print publication as a potential moderator in the analysis.

### Intercoder reliability {#section18-0361684317743019}

In order to assess inter-coder reliability, two coders (first and second author) coded a subsample of 36 effect sizes. [@bibr82-0361684317743019] α was perfect (α = 1.0) for all variables, except for the moderator measurement of self-objectification (α = .92). Discrepancies were resolved through discussion after reviewing the concerned study. Afterward, the two coders coded all variables based on the information available in the manuscripts.

Statistical Model and Effect Size Calculation {#section19-0361684317743019}
---------------------------------------------

### Statistical model {#section20-0361684317743019}

Several studies reported results that enabled us to code more than one effect size per study. Performing a meta-analysis on these studies would violate the assumption of independence of effect sizes and assign more weight to the studies producing more than one effect size. Researchers recently suggested treating meta-analysis as a multilevel model to address these issues (e.g., [@bibr24-0361684317743019]; [@bibr37-0361684317743019]; [@bibr80-0361684317743019]). The basic idea nests the effect size (first level) within the studies (second level; [@bibr80-0361684317743019]; for more detailed information, see [@bibr37-0361684317743019]). Effect sizes stemming from the same study receive the same random effect, whereas effect sizes stemming from different studies receive different random effects. Hence, the dependence or independence of effect sizes is explicitly modeled by assigning the correct random effect ([@bibr80-0361684317743019]; [@bibr139-0361684317743019]). Consequently, all effect sizes can be taken into account without aggregation and loss of information. This procedure is especially valuable when it comes to moderator analysis because multiple effect sizes within studies are usually connected to different levels of a moderator variable. Results were comparable when calculating simple instead of multiple regression models.

We coded the following information for each paper: (a) all effect sizes, including group differences, means, standard deviations, and standard errors in experimental research. If several conditions matched the requirements for a control group, we included effect sizes for each control group. In correlational studies, we coded Pearson's *r*; if correlational studies were panel surveys, we coded all available effect sizes, as long as self-objectification was not preceding media use (i.e., media use *t*1 and self-objectification *t*1, media use *t*1 and self-objectification *t*2, and media use *t*2 and self-objectification *t*2 were coded). And we coded (b) all moderators.

### Effect size calculation {#section21-0361684317743019}

We used Pearson's *r* as the effect size estimate because it can be easily interpreted in terms of its practical importance. Its size ranges finitely from 0 to 1 ([@bibr114-0361684317743019]). A positive *r* indicates that as media use increases, self-objectification increases. In correlational studies, we took *r* directly from the articles. In one case ([@bibr32-0361684317743019]), we coded the standardized regression coefficient instead, and we transformed it to *r* according to the formula provided by [@bibr106-0361684317743019]. In experimental studies, we calculated *r* according to the formulas provided by [@bibr85-0361684317743019]. Before performing the syntheses, we converted the correlation coefficients (*r*) to the Fisher's *z* scale (*Zr*; [@bibr18-0361684317743019]; [@bibr85-0361684317743019]). In total, we obtained 261 effect sizes.

We carried out the meta-analysis by using the R metafor package ([@bibr138-0361684317743019]). We based the estimates on random-effects models. Random-effects models assume differing true effect sizes vary, for instance, because of different participants or treatments. In addition, random-effects results may be generalized beyond the studies included in the analysis because the investigated studies are treated as a random subset of a larger study population ([@bibr62-0361684317743019]). The moderator analyses were carried out using the rma.mv() function of the R metafor package, which enabled the estimation of multilevel mixed-effects models ([@bibr138-0361684317743019]). We performed the overall effect and publication bias analyses with effect sizes aggregated within studies using the rma() function. This approach enabled the estimation of single-level random-effects models ([@bibr138-0361684317743019]; see [@bibr104-0361684317743019], for a similar approach). We applied a maximum likelihood estimator.

As studies showed considerable variance in sample size, and some produced multiple effect size estimates, we weighted the effect sizes by sample size and the number of effect sizes per study. Larger and therefore more precise studies received greater weight. And studies reporting multiple effect sizes did not receive more weight than studies reporting only one effect size. Accordingly, we weighted effects sizes by computing the ratio of the study's sample size to the number of effect sizes coded from the study ([@bibr72-0361684317743019]). For instance, if Study 1 had 200 participants and yielded one effect size, this effect size was assigned a weight of 200/1 = 200. If Study 2 had 200 participants and yielded four effect sizes, each of the effect sizes was assigned a weight of 200/4 = 50. Calculating the mean effect size, Study 1 received a weight of 200, while Study 2 received a weight of 4 × 50, resulting in the same overall weight.

Results {#section22-0361684317743019}
=======

Overall Effect Analysis {#section23-0361684317743019}
-----------------------

[Table 1](#table1-0361684317743019){ref-type="table"} presents all individual effect sizes. The overall effect analysis revealed a positive, small to moderate effect of media use on self-objectification (*r* = .19, *Zr* = .19). The effect was significant, 95% CI \[.15, .23\], *p* \< .0001. Following [@bibr113-0361684317743019], we calculated the so-called file drawer analysis, which addressed the concern that there may be additional studies not included in the analysis that failed to be published because their effect size was zero, or at least considerably smaller. Including them in the analysis may have possibly resulted in a nonsignificant overall effect ([@bibr18-0361684317743019]). To address this concern, [@bibr113-0361684317743019] suggested an approach to calculate the number of zero-effect studies needed to nullify the found result ([@bibr18-0361684317743019]). The analysis revealed a fail-safe *N* of 7,816. Thus, the observed effect is highly robust.

In addition, we found significant heterogeneity among effect sizes, *Q*(49) = 213.72, *p* \< .0001. This suggests that effect sizes vary considerably due to between-study differences. The *I* ^2^ statistic---the amount of total variability (sampling variance + heterogeneity) that can be attributed to the heterogeneity among the true effects ([@bibr64-0361684317743019])---provided further insights. About 75% of the total variability can be attributed to between-study differences (*I* ^[2](#fn2-0361684317743019){ref-type="fn"}^ = 75.03). It seemed likely that our moderators might explain some of these differences ([@bibr71-0361684317743019]).

Moderator Analysis {#section24-0361684317743019}
------------------

We tested the moderated effects by calculating meta-regressions (multilevel mixed-effects model). For each moderator, we calculated a separate meta-regression. Categorical moderators (i.e., gender, measure, design type, media type, media content, and study location) were dummy coded. We treated the most frequently coded categories as the reference categories. Regression coefficients represent changes in effect size according to changes in moderator levels. The χ^2^ test statistic indicated whether a moderator, taken as a whole, significantly affected effect size (*Q* test; [@bibr18-0361684317743019]). In contrast, the *z* test statistic indicated whether or not a certain level of categorical moderator was significantly different from the reference category of this moderator (*Z* test; [@bibr18-0361684317743019]). Tables 2 and 3 display all results.

Looking at [Table 2](#table2-0361684317743019){ref-type="table"} (sample characteristics), there were no significant moderation effects. That is, the effect of media use on self-objectification appeared to be independent of participants' age, gender, and ethnicity, as well as independent of whether or not participants were students.

###### 

Meta-Regression Results for Testing the Influence of Sample Characteristics on Effect Size.

![](10.1177_0361684317743019-table2)

                                                      95% CI                                                              
  --------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ---- ----- -------- ------- ------ ----------------
  Mean age:                                           Increases by 1 year              50   261   −.01     −.02    .002   χ^2^(1) = 2.68
  Percentage of female participants (gender):         Increases by 1%                  50   261   −.0001   −.001   .001   χ^2^(1) = .07
  Percentage of Caucasian participants (ethnicity):   Increases by 1%                  30   121   .0003    −.003   .003   χ^2^(1) = .04
  Use of student samples:                             Student compared to nonstudent   50   261   −.06     −.14    .02    χ^2^(1) = 1.95

*Note. N* = number of independent studies included in the respective regression; *k* = number of effect sizes included in the respective regression; estimate = meta-regression coefficients for *Zr*; CI = confidence interval with lower (LL) and upper limit (UL); χ^2^ = test statistic of *Q* test.

^†^ *p* \< .10. \**p* \< .05.

Looking at [Table 3](#table3-0361684317743019){ref-type="table"} (study design characteristics), media type moderated effect size significantly, χ^2^(3) = 7.65, *p* = .05. The effect size *Zr* was .11 (*z* = 2.13, *p* \< .05), indicating a stronger effect when participants used online media instead of television. In addition, the effect size was .18, stronger when participants used video games instead of television (*z* = 2.24, *p* \< .05). The use of print media did not lead to any differential effects, neither when compared to television nor when compared to online media or video games. The remaining study design characteristics did not impact effect size. That is, the effect of media use on self-objectification appeared to be independent of the type of measurement of self-objectification, the study design, and the media content. There was a trend indicating that the study location moderated effect size, χ^2^(3) = 6.60, *p* = .09. Specifically, the effect size *Zr* of European studies was .12 larger when compared to studies from North America (*z* = 2.53, *p* \< .05). In contrast, neither Asian nor Australian studies differed significantly from North American studies, nor did they differ from European studies. Year of publication did not moderate the overall effect size.

###### 

Meta-Regression Results for Testing the Influence of Study Design Characteristics and Year of Publication on Effect Size.

![](10.1177_0361684317743019-table3)

                                                  95% CI                             
  ----------------------------------------------- -------- ----- ------ ------ ----- -------------------
  Measure:                                        49       258                       χ^2^(3) = .43
   TST instead of SOQ                                            .02    −.08   .13   *z* = .43
   OBCS instead of SOQ                                           .03    −.07   .13   *z* = .61
   OBCS-Y instead of SOQ                                         .002   −.10   .10   *z* = .05
  Design type:                                    50       261                       χ^2^(2) = .35
   Experiment instead of cross-secondary survey                  −.01   −.09   .07   *z* = −.36
   Panel instead of cross-secondary survey                       −.04   −.21   .13   *z* = −.49
  Media type:                                     41       245                       χ^2^(3) = 7.65\*
   Print instead of television                                   .05    −.03   .13   *z* = 1.14
   Online instead of television                                  .11    .01    .20   *z* = 2.13\*
   Video game instead of television                              .18    .02    .33   *z* = 2.24\*
  Media content:                                  50       261                       χ^2^(2) = .59
   Appearance-focused instead of sexualizing                     −.03   −.13   .07   *z* = −.68
   General instead of sexualizing                                −.02   −.09   .06   *z* = −.46
  Study location:                                 50       261                       χ^2^(3) = 6.60^†^
   Europe instead of North America                               .12    .03    .22   *z* = 2.53\*
   Asia instead of North America                                 .02    −.13   .17   *z* = .30
   Australia instead of North America                            .06    −.06   .17   *z* = .91
  Year of publication:                                                               
   Increases by 1 year                            50       261   .06    −.06   .17   *z* = 0.91

*Note. N* = number of independent studies included in the respective regression; *k* = number of effect sizes included in the respective regression; estimate = meta-regression coefficients for *Zr*; CI = confidence interval with lower (LL) and upper limit (UL); χ^2^ = test statistic of *Q* test; *z* = test statistic of *Z* test; SOQ = Self-Objectification Questionnaire; TST = Twenty Statements Test; OBCS = Surveillance subscale of the Objectified Body Consciousness Scale; OBCS-Y = Surveillance subscale of the Objectified Body Consciousness Scale--Youth.

^†^ *p* \< .10. \**p* ≤ .05.

We also checked for interaction effects between moderators. Specifically, we assumed that men and women (gender), younger and older participants (age), or students and nonstudents (student sample) would respond differently to sexualizing, appearance-focused, and general media content (content). However, there were no significant interactions between the type of content and one of the three moderators: Gender × Content: χ^2^(2) = .12, *p* = .94; Age × Content: χ^2^(2) = .30, *p* = .86; Student Sample × Content: χ^2^(2) = 1.02, *p* = .60. In conclusion, the effect of media use on self-objectification appeared to be very robust. Besides the effect of study location and media type, self-objectification was unaffected by the analyzed boundary conditions.

Publication Bias Analysis {#section25-0361684317743019}
-------------------------

Last, we checked for publication bias. We tested whether or not studies with small samples and minor effect sizes failed to be published. We applied a funnel plot and Egger's regression test for funnel plot asymmetry ([@bibr33-0361684317743019]). As recommended in the literature, we used the standard error as an indicator of sample size ([@bibr18-0361684317743019]). Looking at the funnel plot ([Figure 2](#fig2-0361684317743019){ref-type="fig"}), there was slight evidence of publication bias in terms of smaller studies with minor effect sizes missing at the bottom left corner. However, this pattern was reversed when looking at the middle part of the figure (studies with major effect sizes missing), arguing against publication bias. Furthermore, a nonsignificant Egger's regression test, *t*(48) = −1.00, *p* = .33, indicated that publication bias was not confirmed.

![Funnel plot of the studies in the meta-analysis.](10.1177_0361684317743019-fig2){#fig2-0361684317743019}

Discussion {#section26-0361684317743019}
==========

Self-objectification is an increasingly important concept in media effects research. Stimulated by the work of objectification theorists (e.g., [@bibr44-0361684317743019]; [@bibr89-0361684317743019]), in many empirical studies, scholars have investigated the influence of sexualizing media on self-objectification. Based on a meta-analysis that included 50 studies (261 effect sizes), encompassing three types of research designs, we were able to show in the current study that, across various types of mass media presenting varying degrees of sexualizing content, there is a positive effect of sexualizing media use on self-objectification (*r* = .19). As hypothesized, the use of mass media increased self-objectification among women and men. The effect was very robust and small to moderate in terms of size ([@bibr85-0361684317743019]).

Sample Characteristics {#section27-0361684317743019}
----------------------

None of the sample characteristics (age, gender, ethnicity, and student sample) moderated the main effect. [@bibr44-0361684317743019] posited that women of all age groups are potentially objectified. It can be argued, however, that younger individuals are more susceptible to sexualizing media content ([@bibr39-0361684317743019]). Yet our meta-analysis showed no moderation effect of the mean age and did not support this assumption. It has to be noted, however, that the age range of our samples was quite truncated, consisting almost entirely of adolescents and emerging adults. We discuss this issue further in the Limitations section.

Furthermore, we found no moderation of gender on the effect of sexualizing media use on self-objectification. A possible explanation is that the media environment has changed. Findings from past content analysis research have indicated that men face the increasing probability of encountering sexualized depictions of men ([@bibr48-0361684317743019]; [@bibr60-0361684317743019]; [@bibr111-0361684317743019]; [@bibr112-0361684317743019]). Although sexualization of men and women have different social meanings, in the end, the sexualized body becomes an object that is disciplined, manipulated, and scrutinized by others ([@bibr112-0361684317743019]), leading to self-objectification among both women and men. This may explain why men, compared with women, showed similar effects of sexualizing media use on self-objectification. Our result corroborates earlier research that identified gender similarities in the relation between self-objectification and body esteem or body shame ([@bibr98-0361684317743019]). However, we must consider the implications of different cultural standards that are applied to women and men. The cultural ideal for male attractiveness includes strength, muscularity, and dominance, whereas the cultural ideal for female attractiveness revolves around thinness and vulnerability ([@bibr96-0361684317743019]). Thus, our finding should not obscure the fact that existing power relations and discriminations are perpetuated ([@bibr96-0361684317743019]). In addition, women tend, in the course of development across the life span, to receive more sexualizing information, comments, or actions than men (e.g., [@bibr119-0361684317743019]).

We found no moderation effect of participants' ethnicity. The studies we included allowed us to differentiate only between White/Caucasian and any non-White/other ethnicities. Grouping different ethnicities together may result in overlooking differences that may exist because one group could be canceling out the effects of another. For instance, a longitudinal study has shown that African American girls reported less body dissatisfaction across high school years relative to other girls. Asian girls, however, reported increased body dissatisfaction when compared to African American girls, Latina girls, and multiethnic girls ([@bibr29-0361684317743019]). However, a meta-analysis on ethnicity and body dissatisfaction that included Asian, American, Black, Hispanic, and White women found only a small difference in greater body dissatisfaction for White women when compared to Black women ([@bibr49-0361684317743019]). Another explanation may be found in the media content. Previous researchers have noted that Black women prefer silhouettes representative of a curvier body rather than the prevalent thin-ideal presented in the media ([@bibr23-0361684317743019]; [@bibr103-0361684317743019]). The lack of representation of minority women in the media might create similar results in women of color and White women, as neither group is exposed to images accurately representing them. This issue is further discussed in the section on future research.

Study Characteristics {#section28-0361684317743019}
---------------------

We found that the use of video games and/or online media led to stronger self-objectification effects when compared to television use. Several explanations can be considered for this effect. Both media types are characterized by relatively high levels of interactivity and control ([@bibr35-0361684317743019]). In other words, whereas one can easily watch television and do something unrelated at the same time, this is more difficult with video games and, to some degree, also more difficult with online media. Video games may lead to high levels of the psychological experience of presence, namely, the feeling of being located in a media environment ([@bibr144-0361684317743019]; [@bibr145-0361684317743019]). Furthermore, video games are known for highly sexualized depictions of female and male game characters (e.g., [@bibr19-0361684317743019]; [@bibr87-0361684317743019]), and many games enable individuals to play a character with a different body, possibly a more idealized body type than the player's own body type. Social networking sites are online media that are characterized by their personalized, visual content revolving around the self. Idealized videos and pictures of the self, peers, and other individuals might foster social comparisons and the internalization of appearance ideals and, in turn, might increase self-objectification among individuals ([@bibr105-0361684317743019]).

We found no significant moderation effect for the type of measures of self-objectification. On the one hand, this result suggests that all measures included in the current study appeared to be equally effective in capturing media effects on self-objectification. On the other hand, it can be speculated that the effect of sexualizing media is equally strong for cognitive and behavioral aspects of self-objectification, since cognitive measures (e.g., SOQ) and behavioral measures (e.g., OBCS subscale) were included in the analysis. However, researchers have demonstrated that self-objectification and body surveillance are related to each other but are not equal ([@bibr20-0361684317743019]; [@bibr98-0361684317743019]). Further research is needed in order to draw final conclusions about the effect of sexualizing media on and differences between existing measures of self-objectification.

We identified no significant effect for design type: cross-sectional survey studies, panel survey studies, and experimental studies yielded similar results; that is, we identified no statistically significant differences in effect sizes. Media content also had no moderating effect. Most studies included here investigated exposure to sexualizing media content. Thus, we can assume that this specific kind of content may lead to self-objectifying thoughts or behavior. However, appearance-focused (nonsexualizing) and general media content also predicted self-objectification in our study. This nonsignificant moderation may be explained by cultivation theory (e.g., [@bibr47-0361684317743019]). The pervasive presence of sexualizing content in all kinds of mass media (e.g., [@bibr10-0361684317743019]; [@bibr19-0361684317743019]; [@bibr87-0361684317743019]; [@bibr117-0361684317743019]; [@bibr136-0361684317743019]) may have a cumulative and mutually reinforcing effect on self-objectification among individuals. However, the assumption of homogeneous mass media effects has been criticized (e.g., [@bibr17-0361684317743019]). Results from related media effects research indicated that the use of specific media content predicted body dissatisfaction, whereas total media consumption did not ([@bibr83-0361684317743019]; [@bibr90-0361684317743019]). In line with this reasoning, [@bibr3-0361684317743019] have recently shown that the use of nonappearance media, like information-based shows, documentaries, and news, was negatively related to self-objectification. Thus, we do not believe that any media content will automatically lead to self-objectification ([@bibr83-0361684317743019]). Rather, media that focus---to some extent---on outward appearance should have an influence. Furthermore, we believe that the lack of moderation by media content may reflect limits in the methods used and types of data gathered in the analyzed studies. We discuss this issue more thoroughly in the section on Limitations.

We found a slight tendency for study location as a moderator: The effect for European studies was higher when compared to studies from North America. However, it is possible that this effect stemmed mostly from the study by [@bibr32-0361684317743019]. The [@bibr32-0361684317743019] study was among the very few that investigated the effects of highly explicit sexualizing content, namely, pornography. Moreover, the large sample (*N* = 1132) of adolescents that [@bibr32-0361684317743019] used in their study gave more weight to their effect sizes in our analysis. When running the moderator analysis without the study, the moderation effect of study location was not significant, which supports our explanation.

In sum, our findings suggest that the effect of sexualizing media use on self-objectification is very robust. It is important to stress that we found almost no effects of these potentially intervening variables, even though the number of studies and the sample sizes were clearly sufficient to run moderator analyses.

Limitations and Agenda for Future Research {#section29-0361684317743019}
------------------------------------------

In the following sections, we address limitations of the present study and research gaps in the field of body image research and media effects research and we provide an agenda for future research. In the present study, we included only papers that were available in English. However, the file drawer analysis indicated a highly robust effect. In addition, we are aware of the fact that coding the study location by continent may not sufficiently capture all the differences in objectification that may stem from individuals' cultural origin; countries within each continent are likely to vary in their types of sexualizing images portrayed in the media (e.g., [@bibr26-0361684317743019]). Finally, although we conducted a thorough literature search for the meta-analysis, we cannot rule out that single studies were missed, especially those that were unpublished or unavailable on the Internet. Nevertheless, we believe that this limitation does not diminish our findings as we applied a random effects model for the meta-analysis. Thus, in our analysis, the investigated studies were treated as a random subset of a larger study population ([@bibr62-0361684317743019]). We also found no evidence for a publication bias.

The research field we examined also has limitations. These include shortfalls in regard to the investigated samples, the lack of longitudinal studies, and insufficiently investigated variables.

Shortfalls of investigated samples {#section30-0361684317743019}
----------------------------------

Our findings demonstrated that research on media and objectification conducted outside of Western or Westernized countries is scarce. Although this blatant bias has been pointed out before ([@bibr98-0361684317743019]), it is striking. Ninety-six percent (*n* = 48) of the investigated studies we identified originated from North America, Europe, or Australia and Oceania. Only two studies were from Asia ([@bibr16-0361684317743019]; [@bibr78-0361684317743019]), and none were from Latin America or Africa.

Furthermore, most studies on self-objectification focused on women. In our meta-analysis, two thirds (*n* = 33) of the studies exclusively investigated women. Women face more interpersonal sexualizing experiences compared to men ([@bibr119-0361684317743019]), and women are more likely to be sexualized in a wide range of media types ([@bibr10-0361684317743019]; [@bibr19-0361684317743019]; [@bibr117-0361684317743019]; [@bibr136-0361684317743019]). And women commonly report higher levels of self-objectification than men (e.g., [@bibr6-0361684317743019]; [@bibr84-0361684317743019]; [@bibr133-0361684317743019]; [@bibr143-0361684317743019]). However, our results suggest that the media effect on self-objectification is similar for both genders. Thus, it is important to include both women and men in self-objectification research.

Considering the fact that the average mean age of the investigated participants was 19.67 years, research among younger and older individuals is needed. Since sexualizing experiences and self-objectification begin at a very young age, researchers have recently investigated sexualization of, and self-objectification among children (e.g., E. [@bibr66-0361684317743019]; [@bibr73-0361684317743019]; [@bibr116-0361684317743019]). It is equally important to include older populations because self-objectification might change over time ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]).

Finally, research on different ethnicities is missing. For example, to the best of our knowledge, only one experimental study investigated the effects of media exposure on self-objectification among White girls and girls of color ([@bibr58-0361684317743019]). It follows that future research should include both women and men in different stages of life outside the "Western bubble" in order to test the cross-cultural applicability of theoretical frameworks, like objectification theory ([@bibr98-0361684317743019]).

We suggest that in the future, researchers should investigate the extent to which children, adolescents, and/or emerging adults of differing ethnicities are exposed to differing amounts of sexualizing content. Furthermore, we recommend that researchers in a variety of countries, such as England, Germany, and Australia, need to be more careful and conscientious about gathering information concerning ethnicity.

Lack of longitudinal studies {#section31-0361684317743019}
----------------------------

We identified an evenly distributed number of experimental designs and cross-sectional survey designs in the studies we included. However, there were few longitudinal survey studies; we identified only three independent samples that used this approach ([@bibr6-0361684317743019], [@bibr7-0361684317743019]; [@bibr13-0361684317743019]; [@bibr32-0361684317743019]; [@bibr132-0361684317743019], [@bibr133-0361684317743019], [@bibr134-0361684317743019]). More longitudinal research is needed in order to further determine prospective, and thus possibly causal, effects by estimating cross-lagged relations and intraindividual change in externally valid settings (G. [@bibr67-0361684317743019]; [@bibr127-0361684317743019]).

Insufficiently investigated variables {#section32-0361684317743019}
-------------------------------------

Internalization of appearance ideals is a key variable that was not included in our analysis. We believe that it would be valuable to look into this concept more thoroughly. [@bibr44-0361684317743019] explicitly refer to the internalization of appearance ideals as an explanatory mechanism leading to self-objectification. They and others have theorized that experienced or anticipated sexual objectification leads to an internalization of appearance ideals, which in turn results in self-objectifying thoughts or behavior ([@bibr44-0361684317743019]; [@bibr96-0361684317743019]; [@bibr98-0361684317743019]). Researchers have repeatedly shown that internalization functions as a mediator between sexualizing media use and self-objectification ([@bibr122-0361684317743019]; [@bibr130-0361684317743019], [@bibr131-0361684317743019], [@bibr132-0361684317743019]). However, other researchers have not found support for a mediating effect of internalization on self-objectification ([@bibr7-0361684317743019]; [@bibr76-0361684317743019]). Research is needed on the internalization of appearance ideals in order to shed light on these contradictory findings.

In addition, the following two understudied variables should be explored in the future: socioeconomic status and gender role perceptions. However, these two variables do not represent an exhaustive list of understudied variables. Past research on body dissatisfaction has shown that high socioeconomic status is linked to body dissatisfaction and drive for thinness among women ([@bibr118-0361684317743019]). Thus, it seems possible that socioeconomic status plays a role in self-objectification. In addition, within-gender differences, such as gender role perceptions, should be further investigated because hypergender orientation has been related to sexualizing media use, self-objectification, and sexualizing behaviors ([@bibr102-0361684317743019]; [@bibr128-0361684317743019]).

We also identified several insufficiently studied variables in regard to media use. Specifically, self-reported media use was inconsistently measured in correlational research. Whereas some studies assessed media use with differing nominal scales (e.g., [@bibr3-0361684317743019]; [@bibr36-0361684317743019]), other studies included metric measures by asking participants about the specific amount of time they used a certain media type (e.g., [@bibr16-0361684317743019]).

Empirical findings based on the media priming framework have shown that the intensity of a media prime influences the strength of the media effect (e.g., [@bibr4-0361684317743019]). Therefore, for the experimental studies, we initially coded the frequency and duration of participants' exposure to media. However, many studies failed to report these data and the variance of the coded data was very low. Thus, we could not include the frequency and the duration of media exposure as a moderator in the final analysis. In addition, only very few studies have investigated the relation of sexually explicit media content and self-objectification (e.g., [@bibr125-0361684317743019]; [@bibr32-0361684317743019]), although it has been shown that pornographic content contains many objectifying depictions ([@bibr79-0361684317743019]). These different (and absent) measures of media use might account for (a) the null and mixed results in the field and (b) the large variability of between-study differences we found in our meta-analysis. We suggest researchers look more closely at media content, genres, and titles when investigating the relation of media use and self-objectification. Furthermore, researchers should report the particular kind of content, genres, or titles they are studying (see also [@bibr127-0361684317743019]). This would help to understand which content influences self-objectification and which content does not. Future researchers might also investigate possible interaction effects between media type and media content. For example, video games are known for their sexualizing content (e.g., [@bibr19-0361684317743019]) and, at the same time, video games can lead to high levels of presence, which might lead to higher levels of self-objectification.

Finally, as [@bibr98-0361684317743019] have already stressed, it is important to distinguish between trait and state terminology when discussing self-objectification. Only 16 of the 50 studies indicated a distinction between trait and state self-objectification. Closely related to the measurement issue, other concepts linked to self-objectification should be considered in future research, such as [@bibr108-0361684317743019], [@bibr109-0361684317743019]) construct of disembodiment or [@bibr124-0361684317743019] objectified relationship with one's body.

Practice Implications {#section33-0361684317743019}
---------------------

The results from the current meta-analysis can inform prevention and intervention efforts in clinical and educational contexts. For instance, therapists and counselors might encourage their clients to reflect on their use of sexualizing and appearance-focused media. Teaching institutions might pick up on the moderating effect of video games and online media to increase awareness among their students, since both media types are extremely popular among children and adolescents. Teachers and educators could teach students how to identify sexualizing and appearance-focused media content and explain the potential negative effects on self-objectification and other health-related issues, such as body shame, body dissatisfaction, and eating disorders. Both scholars and practitioners might work on intervention strategies to circumvent or mitigate media effects on self-objectification. Overall, practitioners and scholars who are involved in body image topics and women's health can benefit from the review of the empirical literature and from the identification of an agenda for future research.

Conclusions {#section34-0361684317743019}
-----------

We tried to quantify the effect of sexualizing media use on self-objectification by using a meta-analytic approach. The results showed a small to moderate overall effect. We found a moderation effect of media type, suggesting that the effect was more pronounced for participants using video games or online media. Moreover, the findings suggest that the effect of media use on self-objectification equally affected men and women, older and younger participants, and participants of several ethnic backgrounds. We call for future research to include both men and women in all life stages and from different parts of the world, to implement longitudinal designs, to further investigate the internalization of appearance ideals, and to report more extensively on the measures regarding media use. We hope that the findings of our study will stimulate researchers to address the outlined research gaps in their future research. Furthermore, we hope the article will encourage practitioners and parents to reflect on the role of sexualizing media use in the development of individuals' self-objectification.
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[@bibr6-0361684317743019]), [@bibr7-0361684317743019]), and [@bibr13-0361684317743019] are based on the same sample. Likewise, [@bibr121-0361684317743019] and [@bibr115-0361684317743019] are based on the same sample. Finally, [@bibr130-0361684317743019], [@bibr131-0361684317743019], [@bibr132-0361684317743019], [@bibr133-0361684317743019]), and [@bibr134-0361684317743019]) are also based on the same sample.
